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PRBAMBLB
In order to effectuate the provision of Chapter 392 of
the Laws of 1967 (the Public Employees Fair Employment Act)
to encourage and increase effective and harmonious working
relationships between the Brentwood Board of Education and
its Clerical employees represented by the
Brentwood Clerical Association/Brentwood Teachers Assoc.
and to enable the Clerical employees more fully to
participate in the policies of the District that pertain to
clerical personnel so that the cause of public education
may be served. in Brentwood.
THIS AGR.EEMENT IS MADE AND ENTERED INTO ON THE
1st day of Julv. 2002 by and between the Brentwood Board
of Education and the Brentwood Clerical Association/
Brentwood Teachers Association.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto set
their hands and seals this 21st day of June. 2002.
BRENTWOOD UNION FREE
By' ~d
Superi endent
SCHOOL DISTRICT
BRENTWOOD CLERICAL ASSOCIATION
By,
~~ kJ~Presid
BRENTWOOD TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
~
res' ent
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ARTICLE I
RECOGNITION
A. The Board recognizes and certifies the Brentwood
Clerical Association/Brentwood Teachers Association
for the purpose of collective negotiations, pursuant
to the Public Employees Fair Employment Act, as the
exclusive representative of a unit consisting of all
competitive full-time/part-time clerical employees
certified by the Suffolk County Civil Service
Commission with unchallenged recognition for the
maximum period by law.
All references to BCA will implicitly include
affiliation with BTA/NYSUT/AFT/AFL-CIO.
B. If a new competitive position is created during the
life of this contract pertaining to employees covered
under this contract, the inclusion of said position
shall be determined by mutual agreement of the parties
in accordance with P.E.R.B. regulations.
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ARTICLE II
BRENTWOOD CLERICAL ASSOCIATION AND BOARD RIGHTS
A. There will be a B.C.A./B.T.A. delegate in each
building where clerical employees are located.
The President of B.C.A./B.T.A. or his/her designee,
will be able to take care of B.C.A./B.T.A. business,
without loss of pay, within the District. The
President or his/her designee will be free one (1)
full day of a five (5) day work week to take care of
B.C.A/B.T.A. business. The appropriate Central Office
Administrator will be informed of the day at the
beginning of the school year.
B.
C. The District Policy book will be given to the
President of the B.C.A./B.T.A and will be kept
up-to-date.
The Superintendent and/or his/her representative and
representatives of B.C.A./B.T.A. shall meet to discuss
matters relating to their contract, and other matters
of concern when deemed necessary by either the
Superintendent or the President of B.C.A/B.T.A. Joint
minutes must be mutually agreed upon by both parties.
D.
E. B.C.A/B.T.A. shall have the right to use school
buildings for meetings with prior approval of the
building principal.
B.C.A./B.T.A. shall have the right to post notices of
its activities on bulletin boards provided by the
District in each building.
F.
G. B.C.A./B.T.A. shall have the right to use inter-office
mail for B.C.A./B.T.A. business.
H. The Board, the Superintendent and the Association
agree to exchange all existing information for the
develqpment of proposals on the matters to be
negotiated under this Agreement. All pertinent
records of the District shall be made available to
both parties which do not infringe upon the rights of
an individual. Requests shall be complied with as
soon as possible but not later than ten (10) working
days.
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1. The President of the Association and his/her designee
will be allowed to attend conferences (concerned with
B.C.A/B.T.A. matters), for no more than a total of
twelve (12) days per year, with pay. Such leave shall
not be charged against the sick or personal leave
time. Mileage reimbursements for transportation by
personal auto shall be at the rate of thirty-four (34)
cents per mile.
In order to attend such conferences, the President of
the Association and his/her designee shall receive
prior approval by the Superintendent or his/her
designee.
J. The Board agrees to exclusive check-off dues for the
Association from the salaries of the employees of this
Unit.
K. The Board of Education shall provide legal aid under
the educational law if a clerical employee is sued
while acting in the proper discharge of his/her duties
without any financial loss to the employee.
All negotiations or meetings shall be conducted after
regular working hours. Upon mutual agreement by the
representatives of the Board of Education and
Executive Council of the B.C.A/B.T.A., however, such
activities may occur during regular working hours.
L.
M. It is understood and agreed that if any part of this
Agreement is in conflict with the law, that such part
shall be suspended and the appropriate mandatory
provision shall prevail, and the remainder of this
Agreement shall not be affected thereby. The
arbitration panel may not make decisions in violation
of law.
The Board of Education will provide for B.C.A/B.T.A
representation on District Committees approved by the
Board of Education pertaining to non-teaching areas.
N.
o. B.C.A/B.T.A. shall be given an early place on the
agenda of the Board meetings when it is necessary for
the B.C.A/B.T.A. to be present.
Copies of this Contract shall be printed and
distributed to all employees nOw employed and
hereafter employed. Cost to be borne by the Board of
Education.
P.
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o. The Board shall consult with the Association before
the adoption of a new policy or any revision in an
existing policy which would affect the clerical staff.
The Association shall have a minimum of ten (10)
school days to review such policy. Further
consultation will be held upon notification by the
Association to provide B.C.A/B.T.A. the opportunity to
propose modifications in the above.
B.C.A/B.T.A shall select the people to represent them
on any and all committees.
R.
S. The clerical staff will not be reduced below the Table
of Organization of 159 clerical employees as of July
1, 1982 without prior consultation with B.C.A/B.T.A.
Any such changes will be within the scope of Suffolk
County Civil Service Rules and Regulations.
By the first working day in January in the last year
of the contract, B.C.A./B.T.A. and the Board shall
enter into good faith negotiations for a new contract.
T.
u. By the beginning of each school year, but not later
than September 1st, the School District will provide
the President of the B.C.A./B.T.A. with a complete
alphabetical listing of clerical employees, home
addresses, their salaries, home bases, Civil Service
Certification, step and dues deductions. Whenever a
new clerical employee is hired the President of
B.C.A/B.T.A. will be notified.
v. Article 14 of Civil Service Law (Taylor Law)
-
"It is agreed by and between the parties that any
provision of this Agreement requiring legislative
action to permit its implementation by amendment of
law or by providing the additional funds .therefor,
shall not become effective until the appropriate
legislative body has given approval."
The Board will make available to the Association one
(1) copy of the approved minutes of all Board meetings
within seven (7) school days after such approval. The
proposed agenda for each public Board meeting will be
made available to the Association on the day before
each meeting.
W.
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x. It is contemplated that terms and conditions of
employment provided in this Agreement shall remain in
effect until altered by mutual agreement in writing
between the parties.
Neither party in any negotiations shall have control
over the selection of the representatives of the other
party and each party may select its representatives
from within or outside the school district. While no
final agreement shall be executed without ratification
by the B.C.A./B.T.A. and the Board of Education, the
parties mutually pledge that their representatives
shall be clothed with all necessary power to make
proposals, consider proposals, and reach compromises
in the course of negotiations.
Y. The B.C.A/B.T.A. recognizes the prerogative of the
Brentwood School District to operate and manage its
affairs in all respects in accordance with its
responsibilities and the powers granted to it by law,
except as otherwise provided herein, and the
B.C.A/B.T.A. recognizes the exclusive right of the
District to exercise the rights of management
including, but not limited to, the deployment of
clerical staff; the right to determine job
qualifications for hiring; the right to discipline or
discharge for proper cause as may be prescribed by
law; the right to make rules and regulations governing
conduct and safety; the right to determine technology
and methods of job performance so as to insure the
efficiency of District operations. The District shall
take any action necessary in conditions of emergency
as shall be deemed in the best interests of the
District in exercising its responsibilities. The
District will not discriminate against any employee
because of their membership in the B.C.A./B.T.A. It
is further recognized that the District retains its
right as a School District except as otherwise herein
modified.
z. The District shall establish a system for calling
monitors and aides at the secondary level.
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ARTICLB IiI
GRIEVANCB PROCEDURES
A. DEFINITIONS
1. Grievance. is a complaint by one or more certified
Civil Service personnel, of a claimed
violation, misapplication or misinterpre-
tation of existing Civil Service laws,
rules, procedures and regulations. Also a
complaint by one or more certified Civil
Service personnel of a claimed violation,
misapplication or misinterpretation of this
Contract or of written Board
-
clerical
personnel
-
Policies.
While a change in working conditions and/or
work load may be grieved, such conditions
that are not expressly stipulated in the
Agreement, will be allowed to progress to
Level 3 of the grievance machinery ,and not
beyond.
2. Superintendent. Superintendent of the Brentwood Public
Schools, or his duly designated
representative.
3. Supervisor. The term Supervisor shall mean any
principal, immediate supervisor, or other
administrative or supervisory officer
responsible for the area in which an
alleged grievance arises except for the
Chief Executive Officer.
4. B.C.A./B.T.A.I The Organization of employees
recognized by the Board of Education
for the purpose of collective
negotiations. .
5. American Arbitration Association: The Arbitrator will
hereafter be
referred to as the
A.A.A.
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6. Aggrieved partYI a. The aggrieved party shall mean any
individual or group of individuals
in the negotiations unit filing a
grievance.
b. a grievance on a matter not
expressly stipulated in this
contract, as defined in A.l.,
para. 2, above will not be allowed
proceed to Arbitration. If such a
grievance proceeds to level 3, a
decision by the Board will be
final.
c. The Association may submit a class
grievance only in those cases in
which there is a claimed violation
of an Association right expressly
stipulated in this Agreement.
B. PURPOSE
Whereas, the establishment and maintenance of a
harmonious and cooperative relationship between the
Board of Education and its clerical personnel is
essential to the operation of the schools, it is the
purpose of this procedure to secure, at the lowest
possible administrative level, equitable. solutions to
alleged grievances of clerical personnel through
procedures under which they may present grievances
free from coercion, interference, restraint,
discrimination or reprisal, and by which the Board of
Education (hereinafter sometimes referred to as the
Board) and its clerical personnel are afforded
adequate opportunity to dispose of their differences
without the necessity of time consumi"ng and costly
proceedings before administrative agencies and/or in
the courts.
c.
C.l.
PROCEDURES
All grievances shall include the name and position of
the aggrieved party, the identity of the provision of
law, or the section of this Agreement involved in said
grievance, the time when and the place where the
alleged events or conditions constituting the
grievance existed, the identity of the party
responsible for causing the said events or conditions,
if known to the aggrieved party, and a specific
statement of the nature of the grievance and the
redress sought by the aggrieved party.
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C.2. Except for informal decisions at Level l.a., all
decisions shall be rendered in writing at each step of
the grievance procedures setting forth findings of
fact, conclusions, and supporting reasons therefor.
Each decision shall be promptly transmitted to the
Association. A form mutually agreed upon shall be
used.
C.3. The Board of Education and the Association agree to
facilitate any investigations which may be required.
The preparation and the processing of grievances,
insofar as practicable, shall be conducted during the
hours of employment. All reasonable effort shall be
made to avoid interruption of the normal workday.
C.4. No interference, coercion, restraint, discrimination
or reprisal of any kind will be taken by the Board or
by any member of administration against the aggrieved
party, any representative, any member of the Executive
Board, or any other participant in the grievance
procedure or any other person by reason of such
grievance or participation therein.
C.S. Forms for filing grievances, serving notices, filing
appeals, and making reports and recommendations, and
other necessary documents, will be jointly developed
by the Superintendent and the Association. The chief
executive officer shall then have them printed and
distributed so as to facilitate operation of the
grievance procedure.
D. TIME LIMITS
Since it is important for good relationship that
grievance be processed as rapidly as possible, every
effort shall be made by all parties to expedite the
process. The time limits specified for either party
may be extended only by mutual agreement. There is a
time limit of twenty (20) work days to institute a
grievance from the time the alleged violation was.
known or should have been known by the grievant.
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E.
E.l.a.
E.l.b.
GRIEVANCE LEVELS
All alleged grievances shall be identified as such
and submitted (within twenty (20) work days of the
alleged violation from the time the alleged
violation was known or should have been known by the
aggrieved party) to the affected individual's
immediate supervisor by the aggrieved party with or
without the B.C.A./B.T.A. President or designee.
The supervisor shall confer with all parties of
interest in arriving at his/her decision. If the
aggrieved party submits the grievance through the
Association, the aggrieved party mayor may not be
present during the decision of this grievance.
If the grievance is n9t resolved informally within
five (5) work days of its submission as delineated
in l.a., it shall be reduced to writing and
presented to the supervisor. Within five (5) work
days after the written grievance is presented to
his/her supervisor, the supervisor may call a
meeting with the Grievance committee or without any
further consultation with the aggrieved party or any
party of interest, render a decision thereon in
writing within ten (10) work days and present it to
the aggrieved party, and the Association's Grievance
Committee.
If a grievance affects a group of employees and/or
appears to be associated with system-wide policies,
it may be submitted by the Grievance Committee
directly to Level 2 described below with a copy to
the supervisor and the aggrieved party. An example
of a grievance submitted directly to Level 2 will be
a mater beyond the authority of the immediate
supervisor. An Association grievance that may be
submitted to Level 2 would comply with an
Association grievance as defined in para. A.6.
E.l.d. If the time limits in Level 1 are not adhered. to,
the Association Grievance Committee may proceed to
the next level.
E.l.c.
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E.2.a.
LEVEL 2.
If the aggrieved party initiating the grievance is
not satisfied with the written decision at the
conclusion of "Levell, and wishes to proceed further
under this grievance procedure, the aggrieved party
shall within five (5) work days thereafter, present
the grievance to the B.C.A./B.T.A. Grievance
Committee for its consideration.
E.2.c.
If the B.C.A./B.T.A. Grievance Committee determines
that the aggrieved party has a meritorious
grievance, then it shall file a written appeal of
the decision at Levell with the Superintendent
within fifteen (15) work days after the aggrieved
party has received such written decision. An
additional copy will be sent to the supervisor.
Copies of the written decision at Level I shall be
submitted with the appeal.
Within seven (7) working days after the receipt of
the appeal, the Superintendent or his duly
authorized representative shall hold a hearing with
~he aggrieved party and the B.C.A./B.T.A. Grievance
Committee.
E.2.b.
E.2.d. The Superintendent shall render a decision in
writing to the aggrieved party and the B.C.A./B.T.A.
Grievance Committee within five (5) work days after
the conclusion of the hearing.
E.2.e. If the time limits in Level 2 are not adhered to,
the Association Grievance Committee may proceed to
the next level.
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LEVEL 3:
-
BOARD OF EDUCATION
E.3.a. If the B.C.A./B.T.A. Grievance Committee is not
satisfied with the decision at Level 2, the
Grievance Committee shall file an appeal in writing
with the Board of Education within ten (10) work
days, after receiving the decision at Level 2. The
official grievance record maintained by the
Superintendent shall be available to the Board of
Education.
E.3.b. Within fourteen (14) work days after
an appeal, the Board of Education or
authorized representative shall hold
the grievance. The h~aring shall be
executive session.
the receipt of
their duly
a hearing on
conducted in
E.3.c. Within three (3) work days after the conclusion of
the hearing, the Board of' Education shall render a
decision in writing on the grievance.
E.3.d. If the time limits are not adhered to, the
grievance, with the exception as described in A.I.,
para. 2. and A.6.b., may be submitted to
Arbitration.
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LEVEL 4 I - ARBITRATXON
E.4.b.
In matters concerned with the terms and conditions
of employment expressly stipulated in this
agreement, the B.C.A/B.T.A. after a decision at
Level 3 or in the event of time limitations on Level
3.d., being exceeded, may submit the grievance to
arbitration. The B.C.A./B.T.A. will determine
whether the grievance is meritorious and that
appealing it is in the best interest to the school
system. It may submit the grievance to arbitration
by written notice to the Board of Education within
ten (10) work days of the decision at Level 3.
Within five (5) work days after such written notice
of submission to arbitration, the Board of Education
and the B.C.A./B.T.A. shall agree upon a mutually
acceptable arbitrator competent in the areas of said
grievance, and shall obtain a commitment from said
arbitrator to serve. If the parties are unable to
agree upon an arbitrator and to obtain such a
commitment with the specified period, a request for
a list of arbitrators shall be made to the American
Arbitration Association or any other mutually agreed
upon group by either party within five (5) work
days. The parties shall then be bound by the rules
and procedures of the group designated in the
selection of an arbitrator.
E.4.a.
E.4.c. The selected arbitrator shall hear the matter
promptly and shall issue his decision not later than
fourteen (14) work days from the date of the close
of the hearing, or if oral hearings have been
waived, then from the date the final statements and
proofs are submitted to him/her. The arbitrator's
decision shall. be.in wri~ing and shall set forth his
findings. of fact, reasoning, and conclusions in the
issues.
E.4.d. The arbitrator shall have no power or authority to
make a decision which requires the commission of an
act prohibited by law or which is in violation of
the terms of this agreement.
E.4.e. The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and
binding upon all parties.
E.4.f. The cost for the services of the arbitrator,
including expenses, if any, shall be incurred
equally by the Board of Education and the
B.C.A/B.T.A.
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ARTICLE IV
DUTIES
A. Certified Civil Service clerical employees shall not
be asked to perform manual labor which would
physically endanger his/her health or safety.
B. Certified Civil Service clerical employees shall not
be required to drive students to or from home.
Any certified Civil Service clerical employee on
school business outside the District shall receive
mileage in the amount of thirty-four (34) cents per
mile providing he/she is using their personal vehicle.
C.
Personnel whose jobs require them to travel with the
District, shall continue to receive the above amount.
Written permission and/or confirmation must be
obtained and forwarded from the Supervisor before said
amount will be paid.
If the mileage reimbursed is increased, during the
life of this contract for any other unit in the
Brentwood School District, the clericals shall receive
the. increased benefit.
D. All full time clerical positions shall be filled by
personnel certified by competitive examinations given
by Suffolk County Civil Service Commission; except,
employees under 55b will not be affected by this
change.
E. In those instances where temporary personnel are hired
as a result of special funding, such personnel must
pass the appropriate Civil Service examination prior
to being made a permanent employee. All such
temporary employees are expected to pass the
appropriate Civil Service examination with six (6)
months of being hired.
All temporary and part-time clerical positions will be
filled in accordance with Suffolk County Civil Service
rules and regulations, as published by Suffolk County.
F.
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ARTICLE V
WORRING HOURS AND WORRING DAY
A. All full-time clerical employees covered in this
contract will work a thirty-five (35) hour work week.
For all clerical employees, time and a half will be
effective after each seven (7) hour day.
B.
c.
Double time and one-half will be paid when work is
done during a holiday, snow day, emergency day, or
weekend. (One days regular pay plus time and a half
for those hours actually worked for that day.)
In the event of split sessions, and/or conversion of
buildings, work shift shall be decided upon by
seniority and classification within the building.
D. One fifteen (15) minute break per day to be scheduled
at the discretion of the Supervisor.
OVertime is voluntary and employees will not be
penalized if unable to work. However, in the event
that a situation arises requiring overtime work and
employees with the necessary skills and expertise do
not volunteer for the required overtime, the District
may require. such employees to perform the required
overtime upon reasonable notice to the employees
affected, as well as to the President of the
Association. The Association shall be given the
circumstances of the situation upon request. However,
overtime shall not be required of any employee who is
on a scheduled approved vacation or who is scheduled,
with approval, for vacation during the period of the
overtime work. The question of whether the
involuntary work was in fact, required may be grieved
but such grievance shall not delay the assignment as
described herei~.
E.
F. Any change in working hours during the year must be
preceded by consultation with BCA.
Out of Title Work.
Any clerical employee temporarily assigned to a higher
classification fo~ ten (10) consecutive work days or
more will be paid at the higher rate of pay
retroactively to the first day of the new assignment.
Any temporary reassignment for less than ten (10) work
days will not be compensated at the higher rate.
G.
An exception to this additional compensation will be a
clerical employee who is assigned out of title work in
order to replace someone utilizing vacation time.
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ARTICLB VI
FACILITIBS AND EOUIPMENT
A. Every building and every school shall have a lounge or
lunchroom with adequate facilities such as table,
chairs, and a cot in a building where there is no
nurse, (Administration Building, Northwest Annex, and
the Site).
B. Whenever possible, each twelve (12) month office shall
have an air conditioner in working condition.
When feasible, and the temperature is over 92 degrees
or under 60 degrees inside the facility, staff will be
released to go home.
c.
D. Sanitary working conditions must prevail in all areas
including extermination service in all buildings.
In the event of an early closing due to emergency
circumstances/inclement weather, clerical staff should
be released at the earliest time feasible. A minimum
staff should be maintained to perform necessary tasks.
In school buildings, the majority of staff should be
released to go home when buses have taken home the
students. Minimal coverage (e.g., one per front
office) may be kept on for 30 minutes after the last
bus departs.
E.
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A.
ARTICLE VII
VACANCIES. REASSIGNMENT AND PROMOTIONS
Whenever vacancies occur, the Human Resources Officer
will advise the competitive clerical employees by
posting the job description which outlines the duties,
responsibilities and qualifications.
Within five (5) business days of such postings, all
interested candidates must submit in writing to the
Human Resources Officer, a request to be interviewed
for the available position. . After the five
(5) business days have elapsed, the Human Resources
Officer will remit all written requests received to
the Administrator who is responsible for said
position. Only those candidates who are currently
certified in the specific job title and currently
working within the Brentwood Union Free School
District will be considered for placement at this
time. After all interviews are conducted, the
Administrator will advise the Human Resources Officer
and all other candidates of his/her decision. If no
one applies for the position or none of the applicants
are acceptable, the School pistrict may then request
an eligibility list from the Suffolk County Civil
Service Commission in order to fill this vacant
position or may make an involuntary reassignment.
B. Whenever involuntary reassignments are necessary, the
competitive clerical employee will be advised at least
ten (10) days in advance and given the reason in
writing. The employee involved in a reassignment
shall in no way lose any benefit or salary
consideration. Every effort will be made to avoid
involuntary reassignments.
Whenever a competitive clerical employee successfully
passes the promotional examination and is also
appointed to a higher position with the District,
he/she shall immediately be placed on that salary as
of his/her first day in the new position, provided the
date falls within the date so stated on the Suffolk
County Civil Service Commission Eligibility List.
C.
D. Any clerical employee who is promoted from one job
classification to another during the year will receive
one full increment or a 5% increase, whichever is
greater. If the increase is 5% and that calculation
is more than one-half of the placement between steps,
the individual will immediately proceed to the next
highest step. If the placement is less than one-half
of the difference between the two steps, the
individual will be placed off step for that school
year. He or she will move to the next highest step in
the following year."
.
All competitive clerical employees interested in. extra
Bummer or Bp~cial project employment may submit their
name to the Human Resources Officer. .
E.
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A.l.
A.2.
A.3
B.2.
ARTICLE VIII
SICK LEAVE AND PERSONAL LEAVE
All full-time clerical employees shall be entitled
to one (1) sick day a month, accumulated as earned
up to a total of ten (10) for ten month employees
and twelve (12) for twelve month employees.
Five (5) hour clerical employees shall be entitled
to one (1) sick day a month, accumulated as earned
up to a total of ten (10) for a year.
B.l.
Those unit members employed in summer school shall
receive one sick day per year. These days will
accrue in a separate category from a members regular
sick days. Upon retirement said days shall be
converted to regular sick days at an exchange rate
of two (2) summer school sick days for one (1)
regular sick day.
Absence of more than four (4) consecutive days may
require a doctor's certificate for returning to
work.
There will be NO limit to the number of sick days
accrued.
The annual sick day allotment will be available to
all clerical employees on the first day of each
year. They would, however, continue to be earned as
per Article VIII, Section A.l. Therefore, anyone
retiring or resigning during a school year will be
entitled only to those sick days earned on a
prorated basis for that year.
B.4. .substitutes for elementary clerical absences will be
available and utilized from the first day of the
absence.
B.3.
C.
C.l.
C.2.
EXTENDED ILLNESS PLAN
For employees who have exhausted their accumulated
sick/personal leave days the Board agrees to provide
all full-time clerical employees with the following
Extended Illness Plan:
In the event a permanent clerical employee shall be
absent from work due to an illness or accident of an
extended nature which has been verified by the
School District Physician to be thirty (30) days or
longer in duration, he/she shall be entitled to the
benefits under the Extended Illness Plan.
Such permanent clerical employees who comply with
the above procedure shall be entitled to an
additional number of sick days equal to the number
of his accumulated sick days at the inception of the
illness.
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C.3.
C.4.
D.
The rate of compensation for his normal accumulated
sick leave shall be full pay in accordance with
current District policy. The rate of compensation
for the additional days in accordance with the above
plan shall be calculated by multiplying his/her
daily rate of pay times the ratio of actual
accumulated sick days over the total possible
accumulated sick days.
Upon return from an extended illness, a permanent
clerical employee shall continue to be eligible for
the Extended Illness Plan under the following
regulations:
Said permanent clerical employee shall be entitled
to additional sick days equal to the number of
accumulated sick days since his/her return to work.
Said days shall be compensated at a rate of pay
calculated by multiplying his/her daily rate of pay
times the ratio of actual accumulated sick days
since his/her illness over the total possible
accumulated sick days since his/her illness.
PERSONAL LEAVE I
D.l.a. Personal leave days are for the purpose of
transacting personal business that cannot be
scheduled after working hours or during a weekend or
vacation period.
Personal leave days will not be allowed to extend a
holiday or vacation or to create a long weekend
unless such day is taken for personal business that
cannot be feasibly taken at another time and is
appropriately documented.
D.l.b.
Personal leave forms should be filed with the
immediate supervisor at least three (3) work days
prior to the date requested. Of course, bona fide
emergency conditions may allow a departure from this
procedure. .
D.l.d. Personal leave days are subject to the approval of
the Human Resources Officer. Such requests shall
not be unreasonably denied.
D.l.c.
D.2. All full-time clerical employees, both ten (10)
month and twelve (12) month will be allowed three
(3) personal leave days each year. Five (5) hour'
employees will be allowed two (2) personal leave
days each year. Unused personal leave days will be
added to accumulated sick days.
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D.3.
D.4.
E.
E.l.
All full-time clerical employees, both ten (10)
month, twelve (12) month and five (5) hour employees
will be allowed five (5) days consecutively for a
death in the immediate family: husband, wife,
mother, father, sisters, brothers, children,
mother-in-law, father-in-law, plus any permanent
member of the immediate household.
One (1) day will be allowed for all other deaths of
relatives.
Clerical employees shall be informed of the
telephone number which they must call at least one
(1) hour before the normal day begins to report
their inability to work. It is also agreed the
employee will report their absence prior to normal
reporting work time to his/her immediate supervisor.
ANNUAL BUY BACK PLAN:
Full-time employees and five (5) hour employees who
have seventy-five (75) days accumulated as of June
30th of the previous school year will be eligible to
exercise the option of receiving payment in exchange
for sick days/personal days accumulated in the
current school year (July 1st to June 30th)
according to the following formula:
DAYS
ACCUMULATED PAYMENT
12
-
15
10- 11
8- 9
Less than 8
100~ of 1st step within classification
90% of 1st step within classification
80% of 1st step within classification
No option for buy back
E.2. Full-time employees. and five (5) hour employees who
decide to exercise this option must complete the
form provided and submit same to the Human Resource
Office prior to July 1st. The reimbursement will be
made on. or about the first pay date in August. The
first payments under this plan will be made during
the summer of 1983 for those days accumulated during
the 1982/83 school year. An example would be that
any full-time twelve (12) month employee with
seventy-five (75) or more days accumulated as of
June 30, 1982 who is not absent for any reason
during t~e 1982/83 school year and applies for the
annual buy back option will receive reimbursement
for the twelve (12) sick days accrued for the
1982/83 school year and will have his/her
accumulated sick leave days reduced accordingly.
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ARTICLE IX
OTHER REASONS OF ABSENCE
A. PERSONAL REASONS,
A clerical employee may request a leave of absence
without pay up to one (1) year for personal reasons.
This leave may be granted at the discretion of the
Board of Education.
B. MATERNITY LEAVE I
This paragraph is covered under Policy #4152.3.
c. The Board agrees if a leave of absenceis granted,all
benefits to which an employee was entitled at the time
of his/her leave of absenceas describedherein,
including unused accumulated sick leave,' shall be
restored upon his/her return.
A clerical employee granted a leave of absence shall
not accumulate any leave days during his/her absence.
D.
E. Upon return from such leave, the clerical employee
shall be placed on a step he/she had achieved at the
beginning of his/her leave of absence. Unless an
employee has worked a minimum of six months, in which
case said employee shall be placed on the next step.
After a leave of absence, a clerical employee shall be
assigned a position similar to which she/he held at
the time said leave commenced.
F.
G. Only certified clerical employees shall be granted
leaves of absence.
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ARTICLE X
RETIREMENT BENEFITS
A. Upon retirement or disability causing retirement, any
full-time or five (5) hour employee who has served the
Brentwood Public Schools for at least five (5) full
consecutive years, (upon death there will be no time
limitation) terminal pay will be granted in addition
to his/her final year's salary equal to the cash value
for accumulated unused sick days. Such terminal pay
will be paid to the employee or his/her estate. The
amount of pay will be determined by multiplying the
unused sick time by the first step of his/her column
on the salary schedule for twelve (12) month employees
divided by 1/220, and the first step of his/her column
on the salary schedule for ten (10) month employees
divided by 1/190.
°B. The Payroll Department shall assist in the withdrawal
of any retirement monies accumulated by terminating
employees.
C. Clerical employees shall be informed of all changes or
options in the New York State Retirement System
pertaining to the non-teaching employees.
D. All permanent full-time clerical employees shall be
covered by the New York State Retirement System. Tier
designation shall be in compliance with State
regulations.
In the event of new legislation during the life of
this contract, the District will consider
renegotiating the retirement coverage.
E.
F. RETIREMENT-VESTING INCENTIVE PLAN
F.I A clerical employee who qualified may elect to take
advantage of the Retirement-Vesting Incentive Plan
according to the provisions listed herein.
F.2. A clerical employee must fully satisfy the criteria
herein in order to qualify for the benefit received
under this Plan. Such clerical employees must submit
a resignation-retirement effective June 30th of the
year in which they so qualify. A paid differential of
$125 per year of service with a maximum of $2,500 will
be paid before the following July 30th but such
earnings shall be credited to the last full year of
service. The paid differential ($125 per year)
shall be increased each year by the same percentage as
the salary increase. The maximum amount will increase
correspondingly.
F.3. The plan is designed with a "window" concept whereby
limited opportunity exists for experienced clerical
employees to qualify and apply for the benefits of the
Plan. In order to be eligible for the benefits of
this Plan, a clerical employee must:
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F.3.a. The first year a clerical employee is
eligible to retire with or without penalty
during the school year in which his/her
retirement becomes effective, or be first
eligible to retire with or without penalty
before the next school year, and have
completed at least 10 years of concurrent
active service within the New York State
Employees Retirement System and the
Brentwood Union Free School District.
F.3.b. Apply for retirement effective June 30th of that
school year in which they have completed 20 years
of service within the New York State Employees
Retirement System and the Brentwood Union Free
School District.
Clerical employees who qualify must submit his/her
application and resignation not later than the 5th
working day of April.
F.4.
F.5.
F.6.
F.7.
Once a retirement/resignation application, for the
benefit of this Plan is submitted and acted upon by
the Board of Education, it cannot be nullified
and/or withdrawn. The right of the Board of
Education to not consider any such request for'
withdrawal or nullification shall not be grievable,
nor arbitrable nor the subject of any litigation.
The clerical employee must formally apply for
either normal retirement benefits or vesting
privileges. Any application for disability
retirement either through the New York State
Employees Retirement System or disability benefits
under any other such plan available will result in
a clerical employee being denied the benefit of the
plan.
There will be no exceptions allowed to the above
criteria with the one (1) time exception that
during the 1985/86 school year, any clerical
employee attaining or'over the age of 55 and/or who
has completed 20 years of service, regardless of
age, will be eligible for the benefit of the Plan.
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A.
B.lo
ARTICLB XI
INSURANCB
The School Board shall afford the opportunity for
clerical employees to participate in tax sheltered
annuity programs according to present regulations.
All full time active clerical employees shall
receive State. Wide/Empire Health Insurance Plan or
other State option comparable in cost which each
employee has in effect as of the present time for
school years 1997-98, 1998-99, 1999-2000. Full time
active employees will contribute three percent (3%)
towards their Health Insurance costs. For school
years 2000-2001 and 2001-2002 said contribution rate
shall be 3.5%. Payment shall be through the
District "Flex Plan."
Employees who resign from the District and have
Health Insurance Benefits (Family or Individual)
intact upon entering retirement, will receive fully
paid Health Insurance. An employee of retirement
age will receive fully paid Health Insurance
immediately upon resigning from the District. An
employee of less than retirement age is responsible
for the cost of maintaining their health insurance
coverage until they reach retirement age. At that
time, the District will assume the full cost.
Retirees shall receive a contractual agreement as
relates to health insurance coverage.
B.2. The District is at liberty to examine alternative
health insurance plans. In the event a
substantially equal plan in terms of benefits and
individuals covered is found, said plan must be
negotiated and agreed upon with the bargaining unit
prior to its adoption. Should no agreement be
forthcoming, the District may bring the matter
directly to arbitration, (as per Article III). The
decision of the arbitrator shall be final and
binding on the parties.
Any clerical employee who has dual health insurance
coverage will have an annual option to delete their
coverage and receive a payment of one half of the
savings to the District for the cost of the plan in
lieu of said coverage.
B.3.
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C.
D.
E.
F.
G. 1.
A clerical employee with dual coverage, who wishes
to exercise that option must submit, in writing on
the appropriate form, a statement to the District
indicating their desire to delete their coverage
prior to June 1st for the coming contract year.
Any clerical employee who exercises this option will
continue to receive one half of the savings payment
in the following year(s) in lieu of their health
insurance coverage unless they submit a written
request on the appropriate form to reinstate their
coverage prior to June 1st of the next contract
year.
Coverage can also be reinstated under emergency
conditions at any time for the remainder of a
contract year. Emergency conditions exist when the
individual's second coverage is lost (e.g., death of
spouse, spouse's loss of job), thereby leaving them
without health insurance. In such instances, the
clerical employee, after submitting the appropriate
form will be placed back on the District's list of
employees with health coverage as soon as possible.
In return, the clerical employee will forfeit any
financial remittance at the conclusion of the
contract year.
All full-time clerical employees will be entitled to
the same Dental Plan provided for Administrators and
Teachers.
A disability income protection insurance plan (same
as teachers) will be provided for all permanent
full-time clerical employees.
All full-time clerical employees will receive a
$15,000 Life Insurance Policy.
B.C.A./B.T.A will be informed of any proposed
changes or proposed modifications of benefits prior
to distribution of same to their membership.
Five (5) hour employees will receive a prescription
drug plan.
2. Five (5) hour employees may purchase Health/Dental
Insurance. The cost of such participation shall be
borne solely by the member electing to participate.
Enrollment in the aforesaid Health Insurance/Dental
Insurance plan shall be effective upon the
expiration of a thirty (30) day waiting period.
This thirty (30) day waiting period shall commence
on the first day of the month following the members
initial enrollment which shall be the day on which
the member notifies the School district that he/she
elects to participate in the aforesaid planes) .
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Any member electing to participate in the aforesaid
plants) shall pay the first month's premium(s) at
the time of his/her enrollment. All ensuing
premiums are due and payable Drior to the first of
each month during the term of enrollment. If a
member fails to pay any monthly premium(s) prior to
the first day of each month during the term of the
member's enrollment, the member's participation in
the Health Insurance/Dental Insurance Plan and the
Health Insurance/Dental Insurance Coverage provided
thereby shall then terminate and said member shall
thereupon be ineligible for any further
participation in the Health Insurance/Dental
Insurance Plan and the Health Insurance/Dental
Insurance Coverage provided thereby.
All premium and fees shall be based on the then
current costs of the School District.
Any five (5) hour member of the unit who, upon
retirement, is participating in either or both plans
as per the above may continue to do so after
retirement. The cost for such retirees will
continue to be 100% of the cost to the District.
Said coverage may continue until the retiree decides
to termin~te coverage or until he/she reaches age
65, whichever comes first.
H. The District shall provide a vision plan defined as
the Plan P Vision Care Program for all unit members.
Any individual who desires the family coverage shall
pay the difference between said plan and the
individual plan provided by the District. Such
payment shall be made through the Flex Plan.
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ARTICLE XII
CALENDAR
A. Twenty-three (23) days plus three (3) additional days
to be taken at Spring Recess for twelve (12) month
employees.
Twenty-one (21) days plus three (3) additional days to
be taken at Spring Recess for ten (10) month
employees.
B.
C. In addition to the aforementioned days to be taken
during the Spring recess, one (1) of the work days
will be scheduled as a Conference Day, for a minimum
of 2 1/2 hours. The time of the conference will meet
the requirement for a full work day for clerical
personnel on that day.
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10 days from the 1st to the 5th year of service.
15 days from the completion of the 5th year to the 9th
year of service.
20 days from the completion of the 9th year of
service.
21 days from the completion of the 10th year of
service.
22 days from the completion of the 11th year of
service.
23 days from the completion of the 12th year of
service.
24 days from the completion of the 13th year of
service.
ARTICLE XIII
VACATION
A.l. All full-time twelve (12) month clerical employees
will be entitled to the following vacation schedule:
2S days, maximum vacation days, on the completion of
the 14th year of service.
A.2. All full-time twelve (12) month clerical employees
hired on or before the first working day in September
shall receive two (2) weeks vacation.
All full-time twelve (12) month clerical employees
hired after the first working day in September, and on
or before the first working day in January, shall
receive one (1) week vacation:
All full-time twelve (12) month clerical employees
hired after the first working day in January shall be
ineligible for vacation. .
A.3. All newly hired full-time ten (10) month clerical
employees hired on or before the first working day in
September shall be entitled to one (1) week vacation.
All newly hired full-time ten (10) month clerical
employees hired after the first working day in
September shall be ineligible for vacation.
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A.4. All full-time ten (10) month clerical employees will
have the following vacation schedule:
5 days on the completion of 1 year of service.
10 days on the completion of 5 years of service.
15 days on the completion of 9 years of service.
A.5. Five hour employees who become full time employees
will receive pro-rated time toward their vacation
days. The time will be pro-rated at 5/7 of their time
in the district.
.See Appendixes I and II for further clarification of
Article XIII.
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ARTICLE XIV
AGENCY FEE AND DUES DEDUCTION
1. The first deduction for the B.C.A./B.T.A Contract will
be the first payroll date in October. For the
subsequent years the equal deduction payments will be
14, IS, or 16 dependent upon the school calendar.
The Brentwood Board of Education does hereby agree
that no later than fifteen days after the effective
date of employment, whichever is later, each employee
who is not a member of the Brentwood Clerical
Association will pay to the collective bargaining
agent each month a service charge toward the
administration of this agreement and the
representation of such employee; provided however,
that each employee will have available to him/her
membership in the Brentwood Clerical Association on
the same terms and conditions as are available to
every other member of the Union. The service charge
shall be an amount equal to the collective bargaining
agent's regular and usual monthly dues. The Board of
Education shall deduct such fee in the same manner the
membership dues are deducted. The amount collected
through the agency fee shall be used to represent the'
individual 'as a member of the bargaining unit and
shall not be used towards expenditures by the
organization in and of activities or causes of
political or ideological nature only incidentally
related to terms and conditions of employment.
2.
Any clerical employee from whom an agency fee has been
deducted pursuant to this provision who has any
objection thereto shall be limited to processing
his/her objection in accordance with Brentwood
Clerical Association appeal procedures contained in a
separate Association document governing such appeals.
The Brentwood Clerical Association shall indemnify the
Board for any successful monetary claim against it by
any clerical employee which may arise out of or by
reason of the Board's compliance witn any of the
provisions of this Article XIV, subparagraph 2. Such
indemnity shall be limited to the actual monetary
amount which any teacher may successfully establish
was deducted by the District and transmitted to the
Association, and thereafter improperly expended by the
Association in activities or causes of a political or
ideological nature only incidentally related to terms
and provisions of employment. Court costs and legal
fees and specifically excluded from this indemnity.
The Brentwood Clerical Association shall supply the
Board with a list of names on non-members at least
Fifteen (IS) days prior to the deduction of any Agency
Fee.
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3. All members of the B~C.A./B.T.A. will have the right
to participate in the Savings Bond Payroll Deduction
Plan and the Tax Sheltered Annuity Program.
All members of the B.C.A./B.T.A. will have the right
to participate in the Teacher's Federal credit Union
Payroll Deduction Plan.
The privilege of payroll deductions will be opened
twice a year. The Tax Sheltered Annuity Program will
be opened once a year.
4.
5.
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ARTICLE XV
SALARIES
A. All full-time ten (10) month and twelve (12) month and
five (5) hour clerical employees hired on or before
the first working day in January will receive his/her
normal increment. Anyone hired after that day will
receive no increment until one year from July 1st of
the next school year.
B.l. $568.00 longevity paid to employees upon eleven (11)
years of continuous full-time service from date of
Civil Service permanent certification. *
2. An additional $568.00 longevity paid to employees upon
fifteen (15) years of continuous full-time service
from date of civil Service permanent certification. *
3. An additional $568.00 longevity paid to employees upon
twenty (20) years of continuous full-time service from
the date of Civil Service permanent certification.*
4. An additional $568.00 longevity paid to employees upon
twenty-five (25) years of continuous full-time service
from the date of Civil Service permanent
certification.*
*
5. The above longevity payments (B.1-4) will increase the
same percentage each year as the salary increase.
6. Five hour employees who become full time employees
will receive pro-rated time toward longevity. The
time will be pro-rated at 5/7 of their time in the
District.
7. In computing longevity, ,an employee, in order to
receive credit for the first year of service, must
have received Civil Service permanent certification
prior to the first working day in January of the first
year of employment. Longevity is payable the first
pay day in each fiscal year after each of the above
levels of consecutive service.
C. SALARY SCHEDULES
The Salary Schedule shall be increased as follows:
2002-03
2003-04
2004-05
2005-06
2006-07
School
School
School
School
School
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
3.25%
3.00%
3.00%
Average increase
Average increase
in Town of Islip
in Town of Islip
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D. The clerical salary agreement will be on a standard
form and given out thirty (30) days before the end of
the school year with cumulative sick leave, salary
schedule for the following year and the clerical
calendar.
E. In the 1996/97 school year an additional step (Step 9)
will be added to the salary schedule. The value of the
step will be an additional $500.00 for ten (10) month
employees and an additional $900.00 for twelve (12)
month employees.
E.1. In the 2002-03 school year, Step 10 will be added to
the salary schedule valued at $250 for 10 month
employees and $450 for 12 month employees
In the 2003-04 school year Step 10 will be increased
$250 for 10 month employees and $450 for 12 month
employees. The added step, in 2002-03, and the
increase, in 2003-04, will yield a total of $500 for
10 month employees and $900 for 12 month employees.
NOTARY SERVICE:F.
The District will encourage clerical staff in
perceived areas of need to become certified as New
York State notary publics. The District will pay for
the application and maintenance of the certification.
Service will be available and provided for matters
relating to school district business. The individual
will not charge for their service. The District will
provide a $200 stipend to those notaries approved by
the District.
G. IN-SERVICE
The Brentwood Union Free School District will provide
to all BCA members the opportunity to participate in
In-Service courses on the computer programs provided
by the District. In-Service shall be divided into
beginning and advanced courses. Payment to the BCA
member will be $250 per year for the beginning course
and $250 per year for the advanced course. All Course
work must be completed for payment to accrue. Payment
will be made on a semester basis, at the completion of
each course. A semester will constitute a time period
from October to December and from February to May. If
the course is completed in December, payment will
begin January 1; if the course is completed in May,
payment will begin July 1. Said payment will continue
for the remainder of employment with the District.
In-Service will not be deemed mandatory for any
employee.
Course offering brochures will be jointly developed
between the District and the BCA and distributed to
all clerical personnel. No prior approval is needed
to take the in-service course(s), and courses shall be
offered on a first come first served basis.
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Course enrollment shall be determined by the number of
stations available. Records will be kept of
attendance, and completion of courses. Equipment,
classroom space, and the instructor shall be provided
at District expense.
Computer Program Upgrades - If the computer programs
utilized by the District have changed sufficiently for
additional training 'to be required, refresher courses
may be offered. Said course(s) shall only be offered
if the District and the SCA reach mutual agreement
that the degree of change is sufficient to require
said course(s). Upon completion of the refresher
courses, the employee shall receive fifty (50) dollars
annually in the same pattern as described above.
Excel In-Service courses will be offered to all SCA
members. The number of stations available will
determine course enrollment. Compensation for
completion will be $250.00. Said payment will
continue annually for the remainder of employment in
the District.
Conversational Spanish In-Service courses will be
offered to all SCA members. Consultation with the SCA
will take place prior to determining the course
offering(s). Compensation for completion will be
$250.00 paid on a one-time basis per course. An exam
will be offered to Spanish speakers prior to the
course. If the individual passes the exam,
demonstrating knowledge of the course content, he/she
will receive the $250.00 compensation for that course.
H. LABOR MANAGEMENT COMMITTEEs
A Labor Management Committee will be formulated with
three (3) representatives of the District and three
(3) representatives of SCA. The representatives will
be appointed by the Superintendent and the President
of the Clerical Association respectively. The purpose
of the Committee will be to attempt to ameliorate or
resolve disputes.
The Committee will meet upon mutual agreement of the
parties. Neither the District nor the Union will be
bound by the decisions of the Committee. The Union
reserves its right to pursue matters through its
grievance machinery. The District reserves the right
to exercise its managerial prerogatives. However, the
Committee can and should use its influence to attempt
to resolve matters at the earliest possible stages.
The Committee can also make recommendations to the
Superintendent.
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ARTZCLB XVZ
DURATZON OF AGREEMENT
The duration of the agreement shall be for a period of five
years commencing July 1, 2002 and terminating on June 30,
2007.
ff/
pl
-~~~
President, Brentwood
Board of Education
~~Superint ndent,
Brentwood Public Schools
£~J\A__ 'a~
.~egotiating Committee
~~~~
Negotiating Committee
!!:lo~~c~~ N~
~~. ~~
Negotiating Committee
~?I~,-
Negotiating Committee
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Memorandum of Understanding
Between
The Brentwood Union Free School District
and
The Brentwood Clerical Association
A Brentwood Clerical Association member may be compensated
for up to five (5) unused vacation days at a rate of 50% of
the day(s') value each year. Prior approval from the
District is necessary.
,7{ffi-i
Les B ac
superintendent of Schools
J~/0.:2.
Date
7//df> tJ1-
Date
~t't?~
D te
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Memorandum of Understanding
Between
The Brentwood Union Pree School District
and
The Brentwood Clerical Association
At the request of the building principal and with prior
approval from the Superintendent, ten (10) month clerical
employees may voluntarily (with pay) work an approved
number of days during the l~st week of August under the
following circumstances:
a) All Kindergarten Centers for 5 days each year.
b) In any year when the first day of teacher
attendance is on or before September 7th.
c) In any year where an unusual situation occurs
(e.g. newly hired clerical or principal) .
Leo(;t4d
Superintendent of
?hk:;
Date
Schools
-y;
~d6 2-
Date
1/; /~oo;).
Dc!te
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Memorandum of Understanding
Between
The Brentwood Union Free School District
and
The Brentwood Clerical Association
In the 2002-03 school year only, one additional non-work
day will be added to the Brentwood Clerical Association's
calendar. In exchange for this day, the Brentwood
Clerical Association will forego the half-day conference
scheduled during the spring vacation and work a full day.
~~/!
Les Blac
Superintendent of Schools
7~A;}
Date
Y'/2 tJ t1 ~
Date
~
Terry Wol
Brentwoo
11J ci?tY 0;/D e
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APPENDIX I
TO: Terry Wolf, President
Brentwood Clerical Association
FROM: Michael H. Fasullo
Associate Superintendent
REs Application of Article XIII
July 16, 1997DATE:
Based upon recent discussions concerning the application of the
language contained within Article XIII, Vacation, I feel that the
following resolves our mutual concerns for determining vacation days
for those individuals who do not begin the school year in September.
1. For ten (10) month clerical employees employed after the
first working day in September, as per XIII section A.3, in
determining future vacation days as per section A.4., this
first working year shall not be used in computing additional
increments in vacation time.
Example An individual hired in October of 1996 would gain
the first increment in vacation time (5 becoming 10 days)
effective July 1st 2002.
For twelve (12) month clerical employees, hired after the
first working day in September but prior to the first working
day in January, they shall have this first year used in the
computation of additional increments in vacation time. If
hired after the first working day in January, this year shall
not be used in the incremental computation.
2.
For ten (10) month clerical employees who are promoted to
twelve (12) month positions, and who were impacted by Item 1
above, their vacation days shall be recalculated using the
criteria in Item 2 above.
Example Referring to the example in Item 1, if
this individual were appointed to a 12 month position in the
1998-99 school year, the employee would be eligible for 15
vacation days July 1, 2001. If, instead, she had originally
been hired in February of 1997, the first increment from 10
to 15 days would remain July 1 2002.
If you are in agreement with this clarification, please return a
signed copy to my office at your earliest convenience.
3.
d~
Superintendent of
~
Schools
7/22/97
Date
7/22/97
Date
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APPENDIX II
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
The Brentwood Union Free School District and the Brentwood
Clerical Association, in order to clarify the application of
contractual language related to vacation and personal leave
days, agree that the aforementioned days may be prorated
according to the following outline:
1. All members of the bargaining unit shall receive the
number of Personal Leave days as specified in Article
VIII section D.2. Personal Leave days shall only be
prorated if a unit member leaves employment prior to
the end of the school year.
Vacation days, as specified in Article XIII, may only
be prorated in the following instances:
2.
a. Vacation days shall be assigned as per the terms
of Article XIII Sections A.2. and A.3.
b. Vacation days shall be prorated if a unit member
leaves employment prior to the end of the school
year.
If a unit member is off payroll for a period in
excess of six (6) months, vacation time shall be
prorated.
c.
Lea(;(pd
Superintendent of Schools
6/27/00
Date
6/27/00
Date
6/27/00
Date
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I. CASHIER
CLERK (10 MONTHS)
CLERK TYPIST (10 MONTHS)II.
III MICROGRAPH OPERATOR
CLERK (12 MONTHS)
IV. DATA ENTRY OPERATOR
CLERK TYPIST (12 MONTHS)
SENIOR CLERK
SENIOR MICROGRAPHIC OPERATOR
V.
VI. ACCOUNT CLERK TYPIST
SENIOR DATA ENTRY OPERATOR
SENIOR CLERK TYPIST
SENIOR STENO
ACCOUNT CLERK
SENIOR ACCOUNT CLERK
PRINCIPAL STENOGRAPHER
PRINCIPAL CLERK
VII.
VIII. DATA CONTROL SUPERVISOR
HEAD CLERK
PRINCIPAL ACCOUNT CLERK
COMPUTER OPERATOR II
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS SUPERVISOR
COMPUTER PROGRAMER
GRAPHIC MATERIAL DESIGNER
IX.
X. DATA BASE COORDINATOR
FIVE HOUR CLERK TYPISTXI.
COLUMN INDEX
-41-
II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI
21402 21747 25665 26072 29976 30353 35056 43726 48102 52915 15532
2 22213 22559 26617 27030 31048 31449 36355 45363 49899 54890 16113
22994 23354 27588 28025 32201 32596 37672 46998 51697 56867 16677
I
~4 23916 24207 28675 29080 33422 33796 39056 48719 53589 58949 17288
N
I
24813 25157 29742 30117 34719 35125 40809 50360 55400 60940 17970
6 25694 26043 30901 31278 36079 36481 42611 52347 57581 63339 18602
7 26768 27102 32090 32496 37622 38019 44466 54909 60400 66440 19355
27849 28169 33422 33796 39188 39579 46459 58320 64150 70462 20119
9 28445 28765 34497 34871 40262 40653 47534 59072 64867 71644 20547
10 28695 29015 34947 35321 40712 41103 47984 59522 65317 72094 20797
2002-2003
SALARY AGREEMENT
between
BRENTWOOD UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
and the
BRENTWOOD CLERICAL ASSOCIATION
I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI
1 22044 22399 26435 26854 30875 31264 36108 45038 49545 54502 15998
2 22880 23236 27415 27841 31980 32392 37446 46724 51396 56536
16597
23684 24055 28416 28866 33167 33574 38802 48408 53248 58573 17177
I
~4 24633 24933 29535 29953 34425 34810 40228 50180 55196 60717
17807
W
I
5 25557 25912 30634 31021 35760 36178 42033 51871 57062 62768
18509
6 26465 26824 31828 32216 37161 37576 43890 53917 59309 65239
19160
7 27571 27915 33053 33471 38751 39159 45800 56557 62212
68434 19936
8 28684 29014 34425 34810 40363 40766 47853 60069 66075
72576 20723
9 29299 29628 35532 35917 41470 41872 48960 60845 66813
73793 21163
10 29806 30136 36445 36830 42384 42786 49874 61758 67726
74707 21671
2003-2004
SALARY AGREEMENT
between
BRENTWOOD UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
and the
BRENTWOOD CLERICAL ASSOCIATION
I II III IV V VI VII
VIII IX X XI
1 22705 23071 27228 27659 31801 32202 37191
46389 51032 56137 16478
2 23566 23933 28238 28676 32939 33364 38569
48125 52937 58233 17094
24394 24776 29269 29732 34162 34581 39966 49861
54846 60330 17693
4 25372 25681 30421 30851 35457 35854 41435
51685 56852 62538 18341
I
~~5 26324 26689 31553 31951 36833 37264 43294
53427 58774 64651 19064
I
27259 27629 32783 33182 38276 38703 45206
55535 61088 67196 19734
7 28398 28753 34044 34475 39913 40334
47174 58253 64079 70487 20534
29545 29884 35457 35854 41574 41989
49289 61871 68057 74753 21345
9 30178 30517 36598 36994 42714 43128
50429 62670 68817 76007 21798
10 30700 31040 37539 37935 43655 44069
51370 63611 69758 76948 22321
2004-2005
SALARY AGREEMENT
between
BRENTWOOD UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
and the .
BRENTWOOD CLERICAL ASSOCIATION
*TOWN OP ISLIP AVERAGE
I
l:-
\.II
I
*TOWN OP ISLIP AVERAGE
2005-2006
SALARY AGREEMENT
between..the
BRENTWOOD UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
and the
BRENTWOOD CLERICAL ASSOCIATION
2006-2007
SALARY AGREEMENT
between the
BRENTWOOD UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
and the
BRENTWOOD CLERICAL ASSOCIATION
